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The Museum opened on May 13
th
 for the 

normal summer season with a change this year 

being the absence of the HRM Tourist 

Information Bureau. 

 

We again have two summer students provided 

through Federal and Provincial summer 

student employment programs.   

 

Returning are Adrienne Mirabelli and Geoff 

Matheson who were both so very effective for 

us last year. This will ensure our staffing until 

September 3
rd
.  With the usual attendance of 

Museum volunteers on weekends we will be 

staffed for the full weeks of the summer season. 

 

Again this year we thank Michael White for 

making it possible for the Museum to be open 

from May 1
st
.  On this day some 43 people 

visited and our thanks to other members who 

assisted him. 

 

If there are any members who wish to assist in 

guiding tours they are most welcome. Please let 

the summer staff know of your interest so that 

you can be contacted when needed.   

 

 GIFT SHOP 

 

Gift Shop Manager Dave MacMahon reports 

that the shop is well stocked and looking 

forward to a busy season. 

 

Among the new features is a display of nicely 

prebuilt donated models that are being offered 

for sale.  They are well displayed in several 

cabinets in the shop. 

   photo – Colin Wilmshurst 

 

These make fine display items.  The shop also 

has a large supply of plastic model kits many of 

which are older models not easily available.  

There are many other items of aviation and 

Museum interest. 

 

HRM TOURIST INFORMATION BUREAU 

 

For a number of years the Halifax Regional 

Municipality has operated a Tourist Bureau at 

the Museum.  Unfortunately, for budget 

reasons, HRM has decided to discontinue its 

operation this year. 
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This is, of course, a disappointment to the 

Museum as many of those who stopped for 

information and to take advantage of the 

available facilities also took time to visit the 

Museum. 

 

We have very much appreciated having HRM 

represented at the Museum, we believe the 

location and the Museum were appreciated by 

visiting tourists, and we indeed hope that it will 

return at some point in the future. 

 

 Thank you HRM   

 

 MEMBERSHIPS 

 

With the end of the HRM presence this year we 

are anticipating a reduction in Tourism 

visitations and related revenues. 

 

As a result we are hoping for more paid 

memberships to help replace lost tourism 

revenues.  While a number have been received, 

and will be acknowledged shortly, we are 

hoping that more of our interested supporters 

will send in their membership payments - 

$25.00 single and $30.00 family.  A convenient 

form is included at the end of the Newsletter. 

 

A REQUEST TO OUR SUPPORTERS – if you 

change your mailing or email addresses – 

PLEASE let us know so we can continue the 

relationships on which the Museum so much 

depends – THANKS. 

 

  

 

 

 APPRECIATION 

 

Were it not for the contributions of so many of 

our Museum volunteers to the Newsletter it 

would be impossible for an “absentee” Editor 

to produce any kind of a useful result. To all of 

you who so willingly contribute items and 

information my great appreciation. 

 

I feel I should mention in particular the willing 

co-operation of Colin Wilmshurst for his 

always informative comments on activities 

around the Museum and for his patience in 

answering my constant questions without 

which I couldn’t function at all effectively. 

 

Thanks so much to all of you. 

 

  Frank    

 

EARLY MUSEUM VISITS  

 

The Air Cadets of #250 Vimy Squadron from 

Hammonds Plains visited the Museum in April 

and were most appreciative of the Museum 

and, in particular, Ron Cunningham’s efforts 

to make it a memorable experience.   

 
 

Front Row – (L-R) Joanna Sunde; Jerimiah  

Samson; Nicholas Leblanc; Josh Moores; Kyle 

Greenlaw. Center Row- Hunter Watson; Joel 

Mason; Heide Jack; Christian Samson; 

Brennan Page; Nathaniel McIntyre; Ryan 

Mahoney. Back Row- Evan Larose, Matthew 

Dykstra; Brandon Barkhouse; Daniel Monk; 

Will English; Zack Malloy; Owen Gatenby. 

 

The Cadets were accompanied by their 

Training Officer Diane Sunde and obviously 

enjoyed their visit.  They have offered to assist 

the Museum in any way possible from 

fundraising to cleaning – an offer that is very 

much appreciated.   

 

On Tuesday, May 31st the COPA group held 

their annual BBQ at the Museum with some 35 

members in attendance. The meeting was 

arranged by Museum and COPA member 

Brian Chappel and was much enjoyed.  
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   photo – Dave MacMahon 

 

In June we were visited by a group of kids from 

a local French school.  They were accompanied 

by their attentive “Duty Mom”.  Apparently 

the mothers take turns at looking after the kids 

during the holidays – what a great idea.    

 
   photo – Michael White 

They were most welcome and the kids seemed 

to enjoy the experience. 

 

Plans are being made for a meeting of the 

Halifax Antique Car Club to be held at the 

Museum on Tuesday August 30
th
 with a BBQ 

planned.  It will be an opportunity to see a 

number of fascinating older cars in the parking 

lot. 

 

Those with an interest in antique cars and 

aviation history have much in common and we 

always hope that some club members might 

choose to join our Museum volunteers. 

 

 MEMBER ACTIVITIES  
  
 
 

 

- Long term member and Museum volunteer 

Bill Leeming has been living near Fredericton 

after moving there to be near his father.  With 

his father having passed away Bill will be 

moving to the Truro area and will be renewing 

his active involvement at the Museum. 

 

Bill is a licensed private pilot and has 

undertaken the construction of an ultralight 

aircraft. 

 

 
            photo – Bill Leeming 

 

The aircraft is a Fisher FP 202 – looks much 

like a reduced scale Piper Cub.  The intricate 

construction of the wing is obvious – Bill will 

soon move on to the fuselage. 

 

-For those who know Michael White it is 

obvious that once he decides to do something it 

usually happens. Before the scheduled arrival 

of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge (Will 

and Kate) at Charlottetown Michael departed 

for the Island, along with Billie-Anne, 

determined to meet Princess Kate. 

 

There is no doubt he would find something of 

interest to speak with her having been born in 

the UK in 1937, and recalling the sounds of 

bombs exploding in the near distance along 

with visits to air raid shelters.  Added to this his 
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service with the Royal Engineers of the British 

Army and having worked on a Thor missile 

site. 

 

Somehow he arranged to identify and take 

possession of a prime location and, after some 4 

½ hours waiting, did in fact meet Kate. 

 
 

 
   photos – Michael White 

 

In Michael’s words – “ I got real close to Kate – 

about 4 inches from my face – she shook my 

hand and talked with me – I will not wash my 

right hand for at least a week!”. 

 

-Dr John Christie makes occasional visits to the 

UK where he has relatives.  While there John 

always manages contact with vintage aircraft. 

  

In 2010 he managed a visit to the cockpit of a 

Supermarine Seafire – naval cousin of the 

Spitfire. 

 

 
 

Obviously impressed and pleased with the visit 

he did mention the terrible view over the nose 

while in the three point position and the 

extremely cramped cockpit.  One is reminded 

of a former Spitfire pilot who once mentioned 

to your editor that “you don’t get into a Spitfire 

– you put it on!”  

 

I’m sure John would agree. 

 

 MUSEUM AUDIT 

 

The Nova Scotia Museum conducts a triennial 

audit of all the Provincial Museums that come 

under its mandate.  Its always a vital activity 

for the Nova Scotia Museum as it looks to 

determine how well the Museums operations 

conform to the “norms” expected of a properly 

operated facility. 

 

ACAM has always prided itself on achieving a 

high mark, placing it among the top select few 

in previous audits.   

 

The audit was carried out early in July and our 

appreciation once again goes to Mike Garvey 

who organized and led the Museum team. 

 

Mike makes a particular point of thanking 

John Christie and Reg Clarke for their critical 

inputs and also appreciation to Dave 

MacMahon and any others who assisted in any 

way. 
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An important activity in our Museum’s 

operation.         

 

PROGRESS REPORTS 

 

L-19 Restoration  - Work on this fascinating 

aircraft continues under the direction of Colin 

Wilmshurst.  

 

Colin has made a number of contacts that ha 

uncovered much of the history of this 

fascinating aircraft.  We will have a full feature 

covering the aircraft in the Fall Newsletter 

which our readers will find most interesting. 

 

Much progress has been made on prime 

painting and, once completed, work will begin 

on setting up an outdoor spray paint booth to 

allow final painting to take place.    

 

   photo – Colin Wilmshurst 

A well equipped Jamie Forget at work 

 
  photo – Colin Wilmshur 

L-19 Components after prime painting 

 

Among those expressing interest in the 

project, and the documentation on hand, was a 

recent visitor who is former military person. 

There is hope that he may be able to assist in 

locating some missing L-19 components being 

sought. 

 

 The grandfather of Museum member 

Thomas Hughes had been involved with all of 

the Canadian Army’s L-19s at one time or 

another.  He had donated the books and 

service/parts manuals for the L-19.  Thomas 

has now obtained documents that specify many 

of the markings of the aircraft in military 

service.  It is such information that allows a 

really accurate restoration to be achieved. 

 

The information now on hand provides 

virtually all of a most interesting aircraft’s 

history. 

Gypsy Major Engine 

 

Gene Hamilton has been the lead person in our 

engine restoration programs.  He also 

fabricates excellent engine mounts that 

generally follow the design of engine mounts 

used in aircraft. 

 

The Gypsy engine was, of course, used on Tiger 

Moth aircraft and is significant in Canadian 

WWII use. 

 

When received it was in typical used condition 

and has been in restoration under Gene’s 

direction. 

   
 Gypsy Major as received 
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Thomas Hughes at work on the Gypsy 

 

The Gypsy Major will soon be added to the 

Museum’s fine display of aircraft jet and piston 

engines, most of which have been fully restored 

and nicely mounted. 

 

Photos of the completed Gypsy Major will be 

included in the next Newsletter 

 

It will be an excellent addition to the engine 

collection. 

 

The Link Flight Simulator 

 

The Link Trainer refurbishment to operational 

status is currently the concentration of Bruce 

Paul.  Current efforts are primarily the 

painting of components before reassembly 

begins.  

 
   photo – Colin Wilmshurst 

 

An interesting find was the carefully masked 

original manufacturer identification “Link” 

under several layers of paint. 

 

 

 

 

 

   photo – Colin Wilmshurst 

 

Link components prepared for painting 

 

Argus Simulator 

 

Work has begun on bringing the Argus 

Simulator up to display standards as a fully 

presentable exhibit. 

 

Visitors will be able to visit the “flight deck” 

and to experience the complexity of this long 

serving former patrol aircraft. 

 

The work is being carried out by Don Hirtle, 

Steve Cochrane and our latest, and most 

welcome, new Museum volunteer Jamie Forget. 

 

Currently the electrical system is being made 

operational so that panel lights will be 

illuminated, additional lighting is being 

installed to highlight the control panels, and 

any missing items are being fabricated and 

installed. 

 

When complete, and made available for visitor 

inspection, the Argus Simulator will be a 

significant addition to Museum displays. 
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Instrument Panel  

   

 

Jamie and Steve at work 

 

 
             photos – Colin Wilmshurst 

Jamie and the Flight Engineers panel 

 

WELCOME TO JAMIE FROM ALL OUR 

MEMBERS AND MUSEM EVOLUNTEERS   

 

LOCKHEED HUDSON Mk VI – FK466 

 

ACAM’s representative on the RCAF Trenton 

Museum’s restoration of Hudson FK466 is, of 

course, Mark Peappell. 

 

Mark is also taking a very active and effective 

role in locating missing components for this 

very exciting restoration which is probably the 

most significant currently underway in the 

Canadian aircraft preservation community. 

 

He has provided the following update, and 

photos, for the Newsletter which is very much 

appreciated.  

 

UPDATE HUDSON FK466 

 

Significant progress has been made with the 

restoration since our last update. All of the 

spares that ACAM had obtained over the last 

few years were sent up to Trenton. We sent a 

truck load in fact. These parts are presently 

being sorted and inventoried. The team at 

Trenton have stripped the fuselage and cleaned 

it up. The bomb bay doors have been rebuilt and 

repainted already.  
 

The Hudson will be returned to the air-sea 

rescue configuration and leads are being 

followed up on a couple of surviving Uffa Fox 

airborne boats that may be available. 

 
 

Hudson BW707 – Sister Aircraft to FK466  

 

The project to recover the center section from a 

Lodestar from Wetaskawin, AB is also proceeding. It 
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has been researched that the center section will fit 

and provide the missing components to complete the 

airframe. It is expected that the Lodestar parts will 

be in Trenton by the end of the summer.  

 

The actual project timeframe for the restoration is 5-

6 years. The most significant acquisition to date has 

been acquired in the last couple of months. Chino, 

California is a major centre for war bird activity in 

the US. In addition to two major collections, the 

Planes of Fame museum and the Yanks Air Museum, 

it is also home to a number of other organizations 

involved in war birds and vintage aircraft.  

 

Another organization based at Chino is the late Dave 

Tallichet’s MARC operation. Dave Tallichet was a 

former WWII B17 pilot , who after the war made his 

money in specialty restaurants. With the money he 

made, he collected war birds from around the world 

from the late sixties until his death in 2007. He 

collected and restored a vast number of former 

military aircraft, which included fighters, bombers 

trainers and utility aircraft.  

 

I had a book on Chino that had just a shot of a 

cockpit section on its side sitting in Dave Tallichet’s 

aircraft parts yard. It was in the last year that I 

realised that it was a Hudson nose section.  When we 

were out in Chino last year the yard had been or was 

in the process of getting cleaned up.  At that point I 

didn't see it and thought nothing of it until April of 

this year when I was going out to Chino again, and I 

remembered the Hudson nose again.  

 

 
 

 

Hudson Nose Section at Chino 

 

I ended up calling Carl Scholl at Aerotrader as they 

are next door to the yard, to enquire if he knew 

where it went. He then proceeded to tell me that he 

had it and it was available for $7500. I called Chris 

Coulton, Museum Executive Director at Trenton, and 

sent him the pictures and we bought it right away. 

 

The nose section will be retrieved from Chino, 

hopefully using another Lockheed aircraft, the C-130 

Hercules. All we need now is the flight to Southern 

California to pick it up. It will just fit in the Herc with 

a couple of inches to spare. Carl thinks that the nose 

section came from the Pacific among the other 

aircraft Tallichet recovered.  I think it more than 

likely came from a Canadian scrap yard from one of 

his trips up here. It is quite a find, as you can see 

from the photos; the only things it is really missing 

are the instruments. 

 
Cockpit Interior – Nose Section 

We have also had some leads of parts from Australia 

and New Zealand. If we can get the tail bits out of 

Australia, we will have most of the major parts to 

totally complete the aircraft.” 

 

The progress on FK466 is impressive indeed and we 

thank Mark for his dedication to the project on 

behalf of ACAM and for his excellent updates. 

 

N S INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW 

 

Again we are pleased to include a further 

selection of the excellent photos taken by Gift 

Shop Manager, and accomplished 

photographer, Dave MacMahon at last years 

Airshow. 

 

Thanks again Dave. 
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MUSEUM MMBERSHIP RENEWAL 

 

Name: __________________________ 

Address: ________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

Phone #:________________________ 

Membership#: ___________________ 

Email: __________________________ 

 

Single $25.00     Family $30.00 

 

Museum email addresses 

 

Webmaster – Michael White 

MGA1937@hotmail.com 

 

Newsletter – Frank MacLoon 

fmacloon@nb.sympatico.ca 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEWSLETTER DELIVERY 

 

Do you prefer to receive your Newsletter as:  

 

Email attachment (  ) or 

Canada Post (  ) 

 

Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum 

Robert Stanfield International Airport 

P O Box 44006 

1658 Bedford Highway 

Bedford, N S 

B4A 3K5 

 

 

PLEASE – Let us know of any changes in your 

postal or email addresses  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


